Abstract. Some fast algorithms for computing the eigenvalues of a block companion matrix A = U +XY H , where U ∈ C n×n is unitary block circulant and X, Y ∈ C n×k , have recently appeared in the literature. Most of these algorithms rely on the decomposition of A as product of scalar companion matrices which turns into a factored representation of the Hessenberg reduction of A. In this paper we generalize the approach to encompass Hessenberg matrices of the form A = U + XY H where U is a general unitary matrix. A remarkable case is U unitary diagonal which makes possible to deal with interpolation techniques for rootfinding problems and nonlinear eigenvalue problems. Our extension exploits the properties of a larger matrixÂ obtained by a certain embedding of the Hessenberg reduction of A suitable to maintain its structural properties. We show thatÂ can be factored as product of lower and upper unitary Hessenberg matrices possibly perturbed in the first k rows, and, moreover, such a data-sparse representation is well suited for the design of fast eigensolvers based on the QR/QZ iteration. The resulting algorithm is fast and backward stable.
Introduction. Let A = U + XY
H ∈ C n×n be a rank-structured matrix where U is unitary and X, Y ∈ C n×k with k < n. Such matrices do arise commonly in the numerical treatment of structured (generalized) eigenvalue problems. Recently in [2] some fast O(n 2 k) eigenvalue algorithms have been developed for the case where A is block companion. These algorithms exploit the decomposition of A as product of k scalar companion matrices which provides a suitable factored representation of the Hessenberg reduction of A to be used in the QR/QZ iterative process.
In this paper we generalize the approach pursued in [2] to deal with Hessenberg matrices A = U + XY H ∈ C n×n where U is a general n × n unitary matrix. Our extension considers a larger matrixÂ determined by a certain embedding of the Hessenberg reduction of A suitable to keep its essential properties, that is, the Hessenberg form as well as the unitary plus low rank structure. Then we introduce a factored representation ofÂ in compressed form as product of lower and upper unitary Hessenberg matrices possibly perturbed in the first k rows. Specifically,Â is factored asÂ = L · F · R, where L is the product of k unitary lower Hessenberg matrices, R is the product of k unitary upper Hessenberg matrices and the middle factor F is a unitary upper Hessenberg matrix perturbed in the first k rows. The representation thus involves O(nk) data storage consisting of O(k) vectors of length n and O(nk) Givens rotations.
Rank-structured matrices of the formÂ = L · F · R can directly be generated in the process of reducing a unitary diagonal plus a rank k matrix in Hessenberg form by means of the algorithm introduced in [16] . Perturbed unitary diagonal matrices arise from the application of interpolation techniques for solving linear and nonlinear eigenproblems [1, 5, 21, 6] as well as in fast schemes for updating the spectral decomposition of a modified unitary matrix [17] . In the most basic case where the eigenvalues sought are those in the unit disc the roots of unity can be used for the interpolation nodes when constructing the polynomial interpolant and the appropriate linearization [12] . Also, block companion matrices can easily be reduced in unitary diagonal plus low rank form by a fast Fourier transform. Other interesting examples of generalized companion matrices which can be specified in the format A = L · F · R are obtained from the rearrangements of certain Fiedler pencils [11] .
We show that the LF R representation can be efficiently exploited in the QR/QZ iteration for eigenvalue computation. The bulge-chasing scheme can be adjusted to work on the unitary structures only. The deflation can be revealed in the middle factor converging to an upper triangular matrix in the limit. Each iterate can be specified in the LF R compressed format and the same holds for the limiting Schur normal form ofÂ. Therefore one single QR iteration requires O(nk) ops only and it is backward stable.
| det(U (α, β))| = | det(U (J\α, J\β))|.
Proof. See Gantmacher [15] , p. 21, property 2. Definition 2.3. A matrix H is called k-upper Hessenberg if h ij = 0 when i > j + k. Similarly, H is called k-lower Hessenberg if h ij = 0 when j > i + k. In addition, when H is k-upper Hessenberg (k-lower Hessenberg) and the outermost entries are non-zero, that is, h j+k,j = 0 (h j,j+k = 0), 1 ≤ j ≤ n − k, then the matrix is called proper.
Note that for k = 1, that is when the matrix is in Hessenberg form, the notion of properness coincides with that of being unreduced. Also, a k-upper Hessenberg matrix H ∈ C n×n is proper iff det(H(k + 1 : n, 1 : n − k)) = 0. Similarly a k-lower Hessenberg matrix H is proper iff det(H(1 : n − k, k + 1 : n)) = 0.
It is a well know [25] that, given a non-zero n-vector x we can build a zero creating matrix from a product of n − 1 Givens matrices G 1 · · · G n−1 , where G i = I i−1 ⊕ G i ⊕ I n−i−1 and G i is a 2 × 2 complex Givens rotations of the form c −s sc such that |c| 2 + s 2 = 1, with s ∈ R, s ≥ 0. The subscript index i indicates the active part of the matrix G i . The descending sequence of Givens rotations H = G 1 · · · G n−1 turns out to be a unitary upper Hessenberg matrix such that Hx = αe 1 , and |α| = x 2 . Note that H is proper if and only if all the Givens matrices appearing in its factorization are different from a unitary diagonal matrix [4] . Generalizing this result we obtain the following lemma. Lemma 2.4. Let X ∈ C m×k , k < m, with full rank. Then 1. there exist a unitary k-upper Hessenberg matrix H and an upper triangular matrix T ∈ C m×k , T = T k 0 with T k ∈ C k×k non singular such that
2. The product of the outermost entries of H is given by
2)
where σ 1 (X), σ 2 (X), . . . , σ k (X) are the singular values of X. 3. Let s be the maximum index such that rank(X(s : m, :)) = k, then h i+k,i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , s − 1.
Proof. The existence of H is proved by construction. Relation (2.1) defines a QR decomposition of the matrix X. The unitary factor H can be determined as product of k unitary upper Hessenberg matrices
Now, let us split H into blocks
where H 12 is k × k and H 21 is (m − k) × (m − k), upper triangular. The product of the outermost entries of H is given by det(
From Lemma 2.2 we have
We get relation (2.2) observing that if X = P ΣQ H is the SVD decomposition if X, (HP )ΣQ H is the SVD decomposition of T and hence
Finally, let s be the maximum index such that rank(X(s : m, 1 : k)) = k. Then s ≤ m−k+1 and, moreover, from X(s : m, 1 :
has full rank equal to s − 1. Since H(k + 1 : m, 1 : s − 1) is upper triangular this implies that h i+k,i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , s − 1.
Remark 2.5. From the proof of Lemma 2.4 we know that H can be factored as product of k upper Hessenberg matrices, i.e. H = H k H k−1 · · · H 1 . The j − th of these Hessenberg matrices is the one annihilating column j-th of X (j−1) from row j + 1 to row m. Then each H j can be factorized as the product of m − j Givens rotations. From this observation we get that
is a Givens rotation acting on rows i, i + 1. This decomposition of H corresponds to annihilate progressively the lower subdiagonals of H by means of rotations working on the left. Alternatively, we can proceed by zeroing the lower subdiagonals of H by means of rotations working on the right and acting on the columns of H. In this way we find a different factorization of the form
m−k+j−1 and D is unitary diagonal. 3. Representation. Generalizing the approach discussed in [4] for the companion matrix, it is useful to embed the unitary plus low-rank matrix A into a larger matrix to guarantee the properness of some factors of the representation we are going to introduce.
Theorem 3.1. Let A ∈ C n×n be such that A = U + X Y H , with U unitary and X, Y n × k full rank matrices. We can construct an N × N matrixÂ, N = n + k, such thatÂ =Û +XŶ H , withÛ unitary,X,Ŷ N × k full rank matrices,X(n + 1 : N, :) = −I k , and such that
for a suitable n × k matrix B.
Proof. The proof is constructive.
where B = UỸ andX
Note thatÛ +XŶ H has the structure described in (3.1) and, moreover by direct calculation we can verify thatÛ is unitary.
From now on we denote by N = n + k the dimension of the matrixÂ. It is worth pointing out that in view of the block triangular structure in (3.1) the Hessenberg reduction of the original matrix A can be easily adjusted to specify the Hessenberg reduction of the larger matrixÂ. Thus, in the following it is always assumed that both A andÂ are in upper Hessenberg form.
Theorem 3.2. LetÂ =Û +XŶ H ∈ C N ×N be the upper Hessenberg matrix, obtained by embedding an n × n unreduced Hessenberg matrix A as described in Theorem 3.1. Then we can factorizeÂ as followŝ
where L is a proper unitary k-lower Hessenberg matrix. R is a unitary k-upper Hessenberg matrix. Moreover, the leading n − 1 entries in the outermost diagonal of R, r i+k,i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, are nonzero.
where Q is a block diagonal unitary Hessenberg matrix, Q = I kQ , withQ proper,
T with T k upper triangular, and Z ∈ C N ×k , with full rank. If in addition A is nonsingular then R is proper.
Proof. First note that from the properness of A it follows that rank(A) ≥ n − 1. From Theorem 3.1 we have thatX has full rank, and det(X(n + 1 : N, :)) = det(−I k ) = 0, hence, by Lemma 2.4 we can find a proper L H and a nonsingular square triangular T k such that is null under the k-th row. Now the matrix V can be factorized as V = QR, where R is unitary k-upper Hessenberg, and Q H is the unitary lower Hessenberg matrix obtained as the product of the n − 1 Givens rotations annihilating from the top the entries in the outermost diagonal of V , i.e.
, where G i acts on rows i, i + 1.
Since the first k rows are not involved, the matrix Q has the structure Q = I kQ , whereQ is unitary n × n Hessenberg. Moreover, since V is proper,Q is proper as well. From the definitions of V , Q and R we have:
where Z = RY . Matrix Z is full rank, since R is unitary and Y is full rank. Now let us consider the submatrices R(k + 1 : N, 1 : j), for j = n − 1 and j = n. In both cases, from the relation R = Q H (L HÂ − T Y H ) and the structural properties of the matrices involved therein, we have that rank(R(k + 1 : N, 1 : j)) = rank(Â(k + 1 : n, 1 : j)) = rank(A(1 : n, 1 : j)).
For j = n − 1, since A is unreduced, the rank of that submatrix is n − 1. This implies that the entries r i+k,i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, are nonzero. For j = n, if A is non singular, then the rank is n, so r N,n is nonzero.
The following Theorem proves that the product of factors L, F, R having the properties stated in Theorem 3.2 is indeed an upper Hessenberg matrix with the last k rows equal to zero. It reveals also that deflation can be performed only when one of the subdiagonal entries of Q approaches zero.
where L is a proper unitary k-lower Hessenberg matrix and R is a unitary k-upper Hessenberg matrix. Let Q be a block diagonal unitary upper Hessenberg matrix of the form Q = I kQ , withQ n × n unitary Hessenberg and T k a k × k non singular upper triangular matrix. Then
T , and F = Q + T Z H , we have that (a) the matrixÂ = LF R is an upper Hessenberg matrix, withÂ(n + 1 : N, :) = 0, that iŝ
Â is a unitary plus rank k matrix. 3. If R is proper then the upper Hessenberg matrix A ∈ C n×n is nonsingular. In this case A is proper if and only ifQ is proper. Proof. To prove part 1, we have to show that M = L(n + 1 : N, 1 : k) is nonsingular. We apply Lemma 2.2 to the unitary k-lower Hessenberg matrix L; we have | det(L(n + 1 :
is an n × n lower triangular matrix and L is proper, we get det(L(1 : n, k + 1 : N )) = 0 and the thesis.
For part 2, let us consider the matrix C = L Q. This matrix is unitary with a k-quasiseparable structure below the k-th upper diagonal. In fact, for any h, h = 2, . . . n + 1 we have
Since C(n + 1 : N, 1 : k) = M non singular, we conclude that rank(C(h : N, 1 : h + k − 2)) = k. From this observation we can then find a set of generators P, S ∈ C (N ×k) and a (1 [8, 13] ). Moreover, we have C(n + 1 : N, 1 : k) = L(n + 1 : N. :)Q(:, 1 : k) = M , which is nonsingular. Then we can recover the rank k correction P S H from the left-lower corner of C obtaining
We conclude the proof of part (b), by noticing thatÂ = U k R is upper Hessenberg as it is the product of a (1 − k)-upper Hessenberg matrix by a k-upper Hessenberg matrix. Moreover, we find thatÂ(n + 1 :
To prove part 3., as already observed in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we use the rank equation
thus, if R is proper then A is nonsingular. In this case, from the properness of L and noticing that
we get that a i+1,i = 0 iff q i+k+1,i+k = 0.
Remark 3.4. From the previous Theorem, one sees that when a matrixÂ is represented in the LF R form where L, F and R have the structural properties required, then A is nonsingular if and and only if R is proper. Moreover, from equation 3.5 one deduces that one of the outermost entries a i+1,i can be zero only if we have either q i+k+1,i+k = 0 or r i,i+k = 0. Viceversa, we can have that r N,n = 0 without any subdiagonal entry of A be equal to zero. This is the only case where A is unreduced and singular.
The next theorem shows that the compressed representationÂ = LF R is eligible to be used under the QR eigenvalue algorithm for computing the eigenvalues ofÂ and, a fortiori, of A.
Theorem 3.5. LetÂ =Û +XŶ H ∈ C N ×N , N = n + k be a Hessenberg matrix obtained by embedding an unreduced n × n Hessenberg matrix A = U + XY H as described in Theorem 3.1. Let P be the unitary factor of the QR factorization of p d (Â), where p d (x) is a monic polynomial of degree d. LetÂ
(1) = P HÂ P be the matrix obtained by applying a step of the multi-shifted QR algorithm to the matrixÂ with shifts being the roots of p d (x). Then, we have thatÂ
where A (1) is the matrix generated by applying one step of the multi-shifted QR algorithm to the matrix A with shifts being the roots of p d (x). BothÂ (1) 
is also block triangular, we can take
where P 1 and P 2 are unitary. Hence,Â
where A (1) is the matrix generated by applying one step of the multi-shifted QR algorithm to the matrix A with shifts being the roots of p d (x). We haveÂ
Because P 2 is unitary, we have that | det(X 1 (n + 1 : N, :))| = | det(X(n + 1 : N, :))| = 0, then the conditions given by Lemma 2.4 are satisfied and we can conclude that L 1 is proper. We note thatÂ (1) and A (1) are upper Hessenberg for the well known properties of the shifted QR algorithm. When A (1) is unreduced then we can apply Theorem 3.2 which guarantees the existence of the representation ofÂ (1) . The algorithm we propose is an implicitly shifted QR, and hence the factors L (1) , F (1) , R (1) are obtained manipulating Givens rotations. In Section 4 we describe the algorithm and we show that the factors obtained with the implicit procedure agree with the requirements given in Theorem 3.3. The implicit Q-Theorem [18] guarantees that the matrix obtained after an implicit step is basically the same one can get with an explicit one. Next result gives a quantitative measure of the properness of matrices L and R generated along the QR iterative method.
Corollary 3.6. LetÛ ,X,Ŷ as described in Theorem 3.1 and letÂ = L F R as in Theorem 3.
, where σ i (X) are the singular values of X. We have: 1. the module of the product of the outermost entries of L, is such that n i=1 |l i,i+k | = K and is constant over QR steps. Moreover for each outermost entry of L we have K ≤ |l i,i+k | ≤ 1. 2. the module of the product of the outermost entries of R is n i=1 |r i+k,i | = K| det A| and is constant over QR steps. Moreover for each outermost entry of R we have K| det(A)| ≤ |r i+k,i | ≤ 1. Proof. To prove part 1. we first observe that | det(X(n + 1 : N, :))| = 1, becauseX(n + 1 : N, :)) = −I k by construction. To prove that the product of the outermost entries remains unchanged over QR steps, we use Theorem 3.5 observing that | det(X(n + 1 : N, :))| = | det(X 1 ((n + 1 : N, :))| and thatX andX 1 have the same singular values. We get the thesis applying part 2. of Lemma 2.4.
We can also see that 0 < |l j,j+k | ≤ 1 and that |l j,j+k
The relation on n i=1 |r i+k,i | is similarly deduced applying Binet rule to equality L(k + 1 : N, 1 : n)A = QR(k + 1 : N, 1 : n). After a QR step the first k rows of V 1 = L (1)HÛ (1) are orthonormal and, moreover, the k × k submatrix in the right upper corner of V 1 satisfies
Remark 3.7. As observed in [4, 2] also for our representation it is possible to recover the structure of the N × k matrix Z from the representation (3.4). In fact, we haveÂ(n + 1 :
where
Note that M is nonsingular upper triangular because product of two nonsingular upper triangular matrices. Indeed, the matrix T k is nonsingular upper triangular by construction (see Lemma 2.4). Also, if X(n+1 : N, :) = −I k is maintained along the QR process then L(n+1 : N, 1 : k) turns out to be nonsingular upper triangular because of the particular structure of the Hessenberg factors L i in the factorization of L.
4. The Algorithm. In this section we show how to perform a single step of Francis's implicit shifted QR algorithm acting directly on the representation of the matrix described in Section 3. In the sequel it is supposed that R is a proper k-upper Hessenberg matrix. In the view of the previous sections this means that A is nonsingular. If, otherwise, A is singular then we can perform a step of the QR algorithm with zero shift to remove the singularity. In this way the parametrization of R is automatically adjusted to specify a proper matrix in its active part.
It is convenient to describe the representation and the algorithm using a pictorial representation already introduced in several papers (compare with [3] and the references given therein). Specifically, the action of a Givens rotation acting on two consecutive rows of the matrix is depicted as . A chain of descending two-pointed arrows as below represents a unitary upper Hessenberg matrix (in this case a 6 × 6 matrix). Viceversa, since any unitary Hessenberg matrix H of size n can be factorized as [19] by ascending or descending chains of Givens rotations times a unitary diagonal matrix. In our case the unitary diagonal matrices that would be necessary to get the Schur parametrization in terms of Givens factors, can all be accumulated in the unitary factor of Q. In the light of Theorem 3.2 the careful reader will not be surprised by the shape of the chains of Givens rotations in the factorization of factors L and R where some of the Givens rotations are missing. Hence, using our pictorial representations we can exemplify the case n = 6, k = 3, N = n + k = 9, as followŝ
We have used the fact that
and G i are Givens matrices acting on rows i, i + 1 andD is a unitary diagonal matrix. Furthermore, the structure of L takes into account that X(n + 1 : N, :) = −I k is maintained along the QR process. Givens transformations can also interact with each other by means of the fusion or the turnover operations (see [24] , pp.112-115). The fusion operation will be depicted as follows:
and consists in the concatenation of two Givens transformations acting on the same rows. The turnover operation allows to rearrange the order of some Givens transformations (see [24] ). Graphically we will depict this rearrangement of Givens transformations as follows.
resulting in or resulting in .
Each fusion and turnover has a constant cost as involves computations on 2 × 2 or 3 × 3 matrices. Note that while the fusion between two Givens rotations can result in a trivial rotation, this is never the case when we perform a turnover between three non trivial rotations.
4.1. Inizialization and bulge chasing. As observed in Remark 3.7 we do not have to perform the Givens transformations on the rank one part since the matrix Z can be recovered at the end of the QR process and matrix T is not affected by the transformations which act on rows k + 1 to N . The implicit QR algorithm starts with the computation of the shift. By ddopting a Wilkinson shift strategy we need to reconstruct the 2 × 2 lower-right hand corner ofÂ. This can be done by operating on the representation and it requires O(k) flops. Once the shift µ is computed, we retrieve the first two components of the first column ofÂ, i.e.â 11 ,â 21 and we compute the 2 × 2 Givens rotation G 1 such that
Applying a series of k turnovers operations we can pass G 1 trough the ascending sequence of Givens transformations, and a new Givens transformation G k+1 acting on rows k + 1 and k + 2, will appear before the parenthesis, and then is fused with the first nontrivial rotation of H.
Similarly the Givens rotation G H 1 on the right is shifted trough the sequence of Givens transformations representing R and applied to the columns of Z H and on the right of G k+1 H. Then another turnover operation is applied and the resulting
At the end of the initialization phase the Givens rotation G k+1 on the right ofL can be brought on the left giving rise to the bulge represented by a Givens rotation G 2 acting on rows 2 and 3. The bulge needs to be chased down. At this point we have
. Performing a similarity transform by multiplying on the left for G H 2 and on the right for G 2 , we have that the Givens matrix on the right can be brought to the right applying turnover operations. Repeating the same reasoning n − 1 times, we have to get rid of a Givens rotation acting on columns n − 1 and n.
With the application of k turnover operations, we get that R n−1 G H n−1 = G n+k−1 R n , where G n+k−1 = I N −2 ⊕ G N −1 . The Givens rotation G H N −1 acts on the last two columns and will modify the last two columns of Z H and then fuse with matrix H n−1 . At this point the Hessenberg structure has restored, and the implicit step has concluded.
The graphical representation of the algorithm corresponds to the following updating of the matrices involved in the representation.
In particular in P are gathered the n − 1 rotations needed to restore the Hessenberg structure of the full matrix, S is the product of the Givens rotations that have shifted through the factor L when turnover operations are performed, and similarly V is the product of the Givens matrices shifted through R on the right.
To show that this corresponds actually to a QR step it is sufficient to verify that we are under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3, i.e. that L (1) and R (1) are k Hessenberg matrices, T (1) is still of the form T (1) = [T k , 0] and that Z
(1) has the structure described in point 2 of Theorem 3.3.
From the description of the algorithm is easy to see that matrices S and V are block diagonal with the leading block of size k equal to the identity matrix. We note that at the end of the chasing steps the kHessenberg structure of L (1) and R (1) is restored, and
is still proper since the turnover operations cannot introduce trivial rotations. Matrix Q (1) is still block-diagonal with the leading block k × k unitary diagonal, and the tailing block Hessenberg. For Z (1) = V H Z we need to prove that
Substituting we get
as required. To apply the implicit Q-Theorem we need to observe that the first column of A is only affected by the first rotation during the initialization step and is never changed after that.
Computational cost.
Since A is already in Hessenberg form the embedding preserves this structure. The computation of the matrices necessary for embedding A inÂ can be performed using O(n 2 k) operations. Similarly the cost of the representation is O(n 2 k) operations, since we need to compute O(nk) Givens rotations and apply them to (n + k) × (n + k) matrices.
Each QR step consists of an inizialization phase, requiring 3k + 1 turnovers and a fusion as well as the updating of two rows of the n × k matrix Z in the case we choose to update it at each step. Each of the remaining n − 2 chasing steps consists of 2k + 1 turnovers and the possible update of Z. In the final step we have k turnovers and a fusion with the last Givens in Q. Overall the cost of an implicit QR step is O(nk), and assuming as usual that deflation happens after a constant number of steps, we get an overall cost of O(n 2 k) arithmetic operations for retrieving all the eigenvalues.
Deflation.
Deflation techniques are based on equation (3.5) . From this equality it is straightforward to prove that deflation can be recognized by direct inspection on the representation without reconstructing the matrix A. In practice if is equivalent to check the subdiagonal entries of factor Q. Then, for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, we have lim s→∞ q (s) i+k+1,i+k = 0, and |q
i+1,i | < τ , for any prescribed tolerance τ .
Proof. From equality (3.5) we have that i+k+1,i+k | < τ K. The value of K as described in Corollary 3.6 and can be computed as 1/| det(T k )|, for the upper triangular matrix T k given in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
5. Backward analysis. This section gives bounds for the backward error of our proposed variant of the shifted QR algorithm applied to unitary plus low rank matrices. The resulting algorithm basically proceeds by the following steps:
1. preliminary phase: the input unitary plus low-rank Hessenberg matrix A is embedded into a larger Hessenberg matrixÂ; 2. initialization phase: a compressed LF R-type representation ofÂ is first computed; 3. iterative phase: given the representation of the matrix at at the k-th step then we carry out one single shifted QR iteration as described in the previous section by returning as output the LF R-type representation of the k + 1 iterate. As suggested in the introduction the initialization phase can be determined in several different ways depending on the additional features of the input matrix. In this section to be consistent with the the approach pursued in the previous sections we only consider the case where the representation is found by a sequence of QR factorizations of low rank matrices.
Concerning the preliminary phase we notice that the construction in Theorem 3.1 can be greatly simplified by computing first the economic QR decomposition of the full rank matrix Y . If we set Y = QR and then rename the components of A = U + XY H as follows U ← U , X ← XR H and Y ← Q we find that Y H Y = I k and therefore M = I k too. In this way the embedding is performed at a negligible cost by introducing a small error perturbation of orderγ k A 2 whereγ k = ckε/(1 − ckε) [20] and c and ε denote a small integer constant and the machine precision, respectively. For the sake of simplicity it is assumed that
5.1. Backward stability of the representation. In this section we prove that our representation is backward stable. The ingredients of the representation essentially are: the k lower Hessenberg matrix L, the upper Hessenberg matrix Q, the k×k upper triangular matrix T , matrix Z H and the k upper Hessenberg matrix R. In particular, givenÂ =Û +XŶ H we would like to show that the exact representation ofÂ = L(Q+T Y H )R differs from the computed oneÃ =L(Q +TZ H )R by an amount proportional to Â ≈ A 2 and to the machine precision ε.
The computation proceeds by the following steps.
• Computation of T and L. We note that L and T , T = [T k ; 0] T in exact arithmetics are respectively the Q and the R factors of the QR factorization of matrixX. From Theorem 19.4 of [20] and consequent considerations there exist a perturbation ∆X such that
where We can conclude thatÃ
SinceLL H = I + ∆ 1 , andR HR = I + ∆ 2 with ∆ 1 2 and ∆ 2 2 bounded by a constant timesγ N 3/2 , we havẽ
and E 2 is bounded by a constant times X 2 Y 2 ≈ A 2 .
5.2. Backward stability of the implicit QR steps. Matrix A (1) computed by a QR step applied to matrix A ←Â is such that A (1) = P H AP with P unitary. In this section we want to show that there exists a perturbation matrix E A such that the computed matrixÃ (1) = P H (A + E A )P where E A 2 is proportional to A 2 and to the machine precision ε.
Let A = L(Q+T Z H )R be the representation of A in floating point arithmetic (note that for not overloading the notation we dropped the superscripts). Similarly the exact
In particular we have
where the unitary matrices S and V are those originated from the turnovers on the Givens rotations composing L and R. Theorem 5.1. After one step of the implicit QR method where the operations are performed in floating point arithmetic we havẽ
where E L 2 , E Q 2 , E R 2 are bounded by a small multiple of the machine precision ε, while E Z 2 is a bounded byγ N Y 2 =γ N . Proof. The backward analysis of the error on the unitary factors, L, R and Q is similar to the one performed in Theorem 7.1 in [4] . To prove that the backward error on T (1) is zero we note that, because of the structure of S and of T , the product S H T is in practice never computed since, S H T = T . The computation of Z (1) is the result of the product of a unitary factor and the rectangular matrix Z whose columns are orthonormal.
Summarizing we obtain the following result. Theorem 5.2. LetÂ (1) be the result computed in floating point arithmetic of a QR step on matrix A. Then there exists a perturbation ∆A such thatÂ (1) = P H (A + ∆A)P , and ∆A 2 =γ N 2 A 2 . Proof. The proof follows easily using the results proved in Theorem 5.1 by assembling together the contributions of each error in the factors of A.
6. Numerical experiments. We tested our algorithm on several classes of matrices. The purpose of the experimentation is either to show that the algorithm is indeed backward stable as proved in Section 5 and also to confirm that the computation o all the eigenvalues by our method requires O(n 2 k) operations as proved theoretically.
The test suite consists of the following.
• Companion matrices associated with scalar polynomials whose roots are known (see description in Table 6 .1). Table 6 .1: In the upper part of the table scalar polynomials whose roots are known. These polynomials have also been tested in [10, 4] , in the bottom polynomials with particular structures, tested also in [22, 9] . On the left the results on one thousand random unitary matrices plus rank 5 of size 50 that were generated as explained in Theorem 3.3. On the right the absolute backward error is plotted against the norm of the matrix for one thousand unitary diagonal-plus-rank-5 matrices of size 100. The dashed lines represent a reference line for the theoretical backward stability.
• Companion matrices associated with scalar polynomials whose roots are unknown (see description in Table 6 .1).
• Random fellow matrices with a prescribed norm.
• Block companion matrices associated with matrix polynomials from the NLEVP collection [7] .
• Fiedler penta-diagonal companion matrices. The associated polynomials are the scalar polynomials in Table 6 .1 and we have then associated the same reference number.
• Random unitary plus rank k matrices.
• Random unit-diagonal plus rank k matrices. The algorithm is implemented in Matlab and is available upon request. In order to check the accuracy of the output we compare the computed approximations with the actual eigenvalues of the matrix, in the case these are known. Otherwise we consider the values returned by the internal Matlab function eig applied to Table 6 .2: Results on scalar companion matrices from Table 6 .1. We see that the backward error is always very small, while the forward error is dependent on the conditioning of the problem. The figures for the forward error for the polynomials whose roots are unknown and then compared with Matlab eig are less significant when the conditioning of the eigenvalues is high.
the initial matrix A already in Hessenberg form and with the balancing option on. Specifically, we match the two lists of approximations and then find the average error as
where err j is the relative error in the computation of the j−th eigenvalue. To validate the results provided in Section 5 we show the behavior of the backward error on the computed Schur form. Let P be the accumulated unitary similarity transformation obtained applying steps of the implicit QR algorithm as described in Section 4 to the augmented matrixÂ. Because the last k rows ofÂ are null according to Theorem 3.5 P is block diagonal
where P 1 ∈ C n×n , P 2 ∈ C k×k are unitary matrices. Assume that m is the number of iterations needed to reach convergence and thatÃ (m) is the n × n leading principal submatrix of the N × N matrix reconstructed from the computed factorsL m ,F m ,R m produced by performing m steps of the implicit algorithm. As in [10] we consider as a measure of the backward stability the relative error
To confirm experimentally the stability of the algorithm we measured the backward error for matrices with different norms. In particular, in Figure 6 .1 for matrices in the class i.e., generic unitary plus rank 5, and unitary diagonal plus rank 5, we report the results obtained on one thousand matrices of size 50 with norm ranging from 1 to 10 13 , and we plot the absolute backward error P Table 6 .4: Random polynomials of low degree with different norm sizes. We see that, in agreement, with the theoretical results the relative backward error is not affected by the norm of the matrix.
In Table 6 .2 we report the measures obtained for forward and backward error on the scalar polynomials described in Table 6 .1 together with the average number of iterations. We see that the tests confirm the backward stability of the algorithm, and that the required number of iterations per step is a small constant. Table 6 .3 reports the results obtained on several problems form the NLEVP collection [7] , which contains polynomial eigenvalue problems from real-life applications. To apply our method we needed to invert the coefficient corresponding to the higher degree of the polynomial so not all the problems of the collection were suitable for our algorithm. In the collection we find mainly quadratic polynomial and a few examples of polynomial of degree ≥ 3. In the Table are reported the degree d of the polynomials, the size k of the coefficients, and n = kd that is the size of the matrix of the linearization. The results of our algorithm on higher degree random matrix polynomials are reported in Table 6 .4 where also the forward and backward errors for different values of the norm of the coefficients of the polynomials are shown. Each line refers to the average value over 50 tests on generalized companion matrices associated to matrix polynomials of size k and degree d = n/k. For each pair (k, d) we performed experiments varying the norm of the resulting generalized companion matrix. We see that for matrices with larger norm we get a loss of accuracy in the computed solutions. Table 6 .5: Results on Fiedler pentadiagonal matrices [23] associated to scalar polynomials. As proved in [11] the rank-correction for dense polynomials is in general k = n/2 but it can be lower in the case the polynomial is sparse. 7. Conclusions. In this paper we have presented a novel algorithm for eigenvalue computation of unitary plus low rank Hessenberg matrices. The algorithm is computationally efficient with respect both to the size of the matrix and to the size of the perturbation. Further, the algorithm is shown to be backward stable. At the core of the algorithm there is a compressed data-sparse representation of the matrix as product of three factors. The outliers are unitary generalized Hessenberg matrices whereas the middle factor is a unitary upper Hessenberg matrix corrected by a low rank perturbation located in the first rows. It is shown that deflation and convergence of the QR iteration can be checked in this middle factor by greatly simplifying the resultant fast scheme. Future work is concerned with the analysis of efficient procedures for computing the factored representation of the initial matrix as well as the design of a fast QZ iteration for matrix pencils. 
